The evidence for these links is both repertorial and musical. It is a fairly simple matter to compare such repertories as alleluias, sequences and ordinary of mass melodies; I also carried the work of the monks of Solesmes further, in checking variants in the melodies for the proper chants of mass; and I carried out a study of melodic and textual variants in the sequences. In my doctoral thesis, on which that article was based, I also included information on the proper prayers of mass to be found in Sicilian and North French books.
I do not propose to recapitulate this material today. In one sense the Sicilian chant books are not Italian at all. In order to justify including them in the discussion of this Study Session I propose to point out some of the stages in the "Italianization" of the Norman-Sicilian chant repertory. I begin at the stage when the foreign liturgies came to Sicily; then I cite some isolated Italian compositions in Sicilian books; and then I give an example of the replacement of a Norman-Sicilian by an Italian liturgical book.
(I) Norman-Sicilian and South Italian alleluias for the post-Pentecost season
As is by now well known, a convenient method of comparing and contrasting liturgical uses is to look at their selection of alleluias for the post-Pentecost season, the summer Sundays of the year. In order to demonstrate the foreignness of the Norman-Sicilian books I can show the difference between their alleluia series and those of South Italian books from Benevento and Montecassino. Table 1 shows which alleluias are found in 5 books from Benevento and one from Montecassino, all of the llth-12th centuries. London British Library Egerton 3511 was formerly Benevento Archivio Capitolare VL29. (It was acquired by the British Museum, as it then was, in 1944.) Manuscripts 33,34, 35 and 38 are well-known Beneventan sources, a missal and three graduals. The Vatican manuscript is a missal of the early 12th century from Montecassino.
Practically all the post-Pentecost alleluias in these manuscripts are to be found together in Benevento 35. Only Alleluia Redemptionem misit, 110.9, is missing, and that one appears only in manuscript 38. It looks as if these manuscripts selected their alleluias from some larger collection, which then turns up almost complete in Benevento 35. Or perhaps the man responsible for manuscript 35 simply gathered together all the alleluias he knew were used at this time in the church year.
Whatever the actual course of events, there are 8 alleluias in the series which were unknown to the Normans, marked with a double-asterisk.
I have also, for interest, included the series in the 11th-or 12th-century sacramentary in New York, Pierpont Morgan Library, manuscript 379. This book is said to have been written possibly at Farfa, for a Benedictine monastery in Spoleto. It has some musical notation in Beneventan neumes. It is of special interest because of its version of the Exultet chant: it ends with the form introduced by the Normans: "Qui semper vivis, regnas et imperas, etc.". But the alleluia series is not Norman. Nor is it Beneventan or Cassinese.
The Norman alleluia series is shown in Table 2 . One of the tropers now in Madrid, Biblioteca Nacional manuscript 288, which in my opinion was copied for the chapel of the Norman rulers c. 1100, has a series of 27 alleluias for the post-Pentecost Sundays. This series contains all the alleluias to be found in the 12th-century noted missal Palermo Biblioteca Nazionale XIV. 
(II) Italian Agnus Dei chants in Madrid 19421
Although most of the material in the well-known Norman-Sicilian tropers was imported from the North, there are some instances of Italian influence in them. As an example I have chosen the Agnus Dei chants at the end of the collection in Madrid Biblioteca Nacional 19421, from Catania.
Madrid 19421 has more sequences and ordinary of mass chants than any of the other Sicilian books. In fact it has one of the most extensive of all collections, including the biggest number of Glorias tropes of any manuscript now known.
Not only does it contain almost all the items known from the Palermo tropers Madrid 288 and 289 (it has all their Glorias), it contains practically every ordinary of mass chant to be found in the Troia troper, Napoli Biblioteca Nazionale VI.G.34. Here the scribe has begun with the Agnus invocation, but also gives a cue at the end for singing it a fourth time. Does this betray some unfamiliar- This piece is not as strongly Italian in style as the other two. The first part of the Agnus melody is not used for the trope verses. Perhaps for this reason, it appears in Madrid 19421 Norman-fashion, that is, the Agnus invocations are chopped in half and the trope verses inserted in between. (The same happens in Paris 1235: see Iversen Plates X-XI). But once again there are a couple of untidinesses which may indicate that the scribe's mind was not quite in tune with the situation. He had already copied "miserere nobis" at the end of the first invocation, as if the Italian form were to be used. Then at the end he forgot that "Dona nobis pacem," was the rule in the Catania manuscript, and wrote "<M>iserere nobis". The writer of the capital letter gave him a "D" anyway. In the more variable parts of the chant repertory, where the preferences of individual cantors could cause fresh pieces to be adopted, there was naturally plenty of scope for Italian compositions to become popular in Sicily. Since the surviving sources are so meagre, we cannot trace this process very exactly. Another development which can be seen in surviving books is the arrival of new liturgies of the religious orders, in this case the Dominicans, whose impact is evident in the late 13th-century troper Palermo Biblioteca Nazionale LB.16.
But where there was no pressure for change, things no doubt continued in the established way. Perhaps it was the advent of a new dynasty, when the Aragonese came to power in Sicily, that caused the change we see in the pontificals. I can show this most simply by listing the long series of antiphons which are to be sung during the pontifical ceremony for the Dedication of a Church. As chance would have it, these are also copied in the Palermo troper Madrid 289. They appear in Table 4 , from Madrid 289 and the five earliest Sicilian pontificals.
This series derives from Norman practice. In the latest Sicilian pontifical, Madrid 715, a quite different form of ceremony, and hence a quite different series of antiphons, is copied. This is the standard Roman form given in Table 5 .
There is still much to be learned about the patterns of tradition and in- 
